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Happy Labor Day
"Pleasure in the job puts perfection in the work.”
— Aristotle
"Follow your passion, be prepared to
work hard and sacrifice, and, above
all, don't let anyone limit your
dreams."

"There is no substitute for
hard work."

— Thomas A. Edison

— Donovan Bailey
"Whatever you want to do, if you want to be great at it, you have
to love it and be able to make sacrifices for it."
"A lot of hard
work is hidden
behind nice
things."

— Maya Angelou
"Nothing will work
unless you do."

— Maya Angelou

"All labor that uplifts
humanity has dignity."

— Ralph Lauren

— Martin Luther King, Jr.
"The big secret in life is that there is no
big secret. Whatever your goal, you can
get there if you're willing to work."
– Oprah Winfrey
"There are no secrets to success. It is the
result of preparation, hard work, and
learning from failure."

"Rest when you're
weary. Refresh and
renew yourself, your
body, your mind, your
spirit. Then get back to
work."

— Ralph Marston

— Colin Powell
"Amateurs sit and wait for inspiration. The rest of us just get up and go to work."
— Stephen King

Enjoy your Black Book!
Teresa J. Ruder
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Smart Shaker
The Burford Smart Shaker is designed with integrated pan clamps that
center dough pieces by using orbital, in-line or hardway motions. Depending
on your product configuration the DC5200 can be programmed for the
specific motion that will provide the best results. Through innovative
technology dough correction has never been easier.
Practical

Solutions

Through

Model DC5200 shown

Innovative

Technologies

•Labor saving
•3 motion profiles
•Integrated conveyor
•Easy component access
•Operator friendly controls
•Automated pan clamp system
Options:
•Servo driven
•Pan Metering System
•Different conveyor
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